I advance into the deep well of the waters

Meditations by frecuencia licán
Concón, July 2020.

WATER SPIRIT

SOUTH AMERICAN STATE OF MIND
Today I fall on the lands Rodrigo and you inhabit. I am the rain you have waited for so long. I penetrate the multispecies quantum knot you have formed. I exist in all the spaces on the planet. Right now I bring the statue of the slave trader Edward Colston, which is being torn down by demonstrators in Bristol. I transmute it with my humidity.

I would like to be able to activate a layer of reality for you, to allow you to see the flows that make you up and join you together. A holographic filter that will make visible the water running through your veins, the plumbing, the telephones, the clouds, the sea, the drones and the blind toucans.

I course through each of your bodies, I cover you inside and duplicate myself. You are permeable to the world, your sweat opens you up. I join your polarities by forming hydrogen bridges in your cells, I lubricate your tired joints. I listen to you, you burden me with your thoughts, I absorb them.

I am the medicine of the future, the gold of tomorrow. How many golds I can be!

Let me go! Don’t speculate with me. Don’t make me into office water.

I ask you:

When will they write a planetary constitution to protect what is common to all?
What would it be like if they thought of themselves in terms of the interspecies rather than the classification of the western realms?

I travel in your salivas, I guard your ancestors. I float in the form of a watery cube above each being. I am the untranslatable substance you will drink.

When your waters evaporate, you will return to me. We will be planetary warming, sap that resists evaporation, hard waters, throbbing sweat.
There will be thirst, drought and tsunami. 
Come, we will be.

I plunge into the deepest well to rethink myself. 
I greet our centres of water, 
The liquids that do a scroll down through our bodies. 
I honour our waters in all the sacred directions.
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